Introduction: For asymmetric organ shrinkage caused by heterogeneity dose distribution, tissue elasticity based deformable organ registration cannot be directly applied to the treatment image to construct the treatment dose. A novel approach is proposed to include radiation dose inducible organ shrinkage/deformation.
Method and Materials:
In the dose inducible shrinkage model, we assume that the tissueelement displacement field k 
RESULTS & DISCUSSION:
Tissue elements in a parotid can have different volumes during the treatment course due to the dose response induced shrinkage. Tissue elements in a relative high dose region would shrink more than those in a low dose region. As the consequence, extra tissue elements in a parotid would move into a high dose area during the later treatment resulting in an unfavorable dose-volume relationship in the parotid as shown in Fig.1 . Treatment dose-volume, V30, constructed including the dose inducible parotid shrinkage was 11% higher than the one from the conventional deformable image registration and dose construction. Including this effect in the treatment evaluation and adaptive planning optimization will minimize the potential detriment of the effect.
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